Abstract

We propose a suite of reasoning tasks on two types of relations between procedural events: GOAL-STEP relations (“learn poses” is a step in the larger goal of “doing yoga”) and STEP-STEP TEMPORAL relations (“buy a yoga mat” typically precedes “learn poses”). We introduce a dataset targeting these two relations based on wikiHow, a website of instructional how-to articles. Our human-validated test set serves as a reliable benchmark for commonsense inference, with a gap of about 10% to 20% between the performance of state-of-the-art transformer models and human performance. Our automatically-generated training set allows models to effectively transfer to out-of-domain tasks requiring knowledge of procedural events, with greatly improved performances on SWAG, Snips, and Story Cloze Test in zero- and few-shot settings.

1 Introduction

If you ask Alexa or Siri where to “buy a yoga mat,” it should ideally infer that your goal is probably to “do yoga” and therefore suggest information on subsequent steps like “learn some poses.” This requires the system to reason about the GOAL-STEP relation and the STEP-STEP TEMPORAL relation among events in a procedure. Though event relation reasoning is a popular task, existing datasets mostly focus on temporal relations (Pustejovsky et al., 2003; Ning et al., 2018), causal relations (Hashimoto et al., 2014; Caselli and Vossen, 2017), spatiotemporal containment and coreference relations (Glavaš et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014). Less attention has been paid to relations among procedural events, the understanding of which is critical to task-oriented intelligent systems. The knowledge of procedural events is also crucial to learning scripts (Feigenbaum et al., 1981), which describe sequences of stereotypical human activities.

To bridge this gap, we propose a dataset for goal-step inference targeting these two event relations. We collect data from wikiHow

\[
\text{wikiHow} \rightarrow \text{Do yoga}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Buy a mat} & \rightarrow \text{Warm up} \rightarrow \text{Learn poses} \rightarrow \cdots \\
\text{Work up a light sweat} & \rightarrow \text{Bend and flex} \rightarrow \cdots 
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 1: Goals and steps (slightly paraphrased) from wikiHow articles “How to Do Yoga” and “How to Warm Up”. The lines denote GOAL-STEP relations; the arrows denote STEP-STEP TEMPORAL relations.

Our test set serves as a reliable benchmark for commonsense inference, with a performance gap of 10% to 20% between human and state-of-the-art transformer models trained in-domain. Moreover, when pre-trained on our tasks, a model can transfer knowledge of procedural event relations to other NLU tasks, with a zero-shot improvement over the baselines by 24% for a commonsense reasoning benchmark (Zellers et al., 2018), 13% for a story cloze test (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) and 64% for an intent detection task (Coucke et al., 2018).

1 wikihow.com

2 The data and models are available at https://github.com/zharry29/wikihow-goal-step.
2 WikiHow Corpus

We construct a new corpus by crawling the latest wikiHow website. Our corpus has 112,505 how-to articles after deduplication in an easy-to-process JSON format (statistics by category are shown in Appendix B). Each article contains: main bodies of texts (titles, methods/parts, headers, descriptions), related articles, references, Q&A, tips and warnings. To facilitate multi-modal research, we also include links to images and videos aligned with texts.

3 Goal-Step Inference Tasks

We propose 3 goal-step inference tasks derived from the corpus. In each article, we define Goal as the title without “How to”, and Step as the header of each paragraph (example shown in Figure 1).

3.1 Step Inference Task

We first introduce the Step Inference task, targeting GOAL-STEP relations between events. We formulate this as a 4-choose-1 multiple choice format evaluated using accuracy.

In this task, a system is given a prompt goal and 4 candidate steps and needs to choose the step that helps achieve the goal. For example, given the goal “Prevent Coronavirus” and the candidate steps:

A. wash your hands  B. wash your cat  
C. clap your hands  D. eat your protein

the correct step would be A.

Obtaining the prompt and the positive candidate is straightforward, as we sample them iteratively from each how-to article. However, it is challenging to sample negative candidates (Chao et al., 2018; Zellers et al., 2019a) which should have high semantic relatedness with the positive candidate (or the question becomes trivial) while being incorrect answers. We first map each step in wikiHow to a vector representation by taking the average of the BERT embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019) of the verbs. Given the positive step, we then choose 3 steps under different wikiHow categories with the highest cosine similarity to it as the negative candidates (see Appendix C for other strategies). The nearest-neighbors are computed using FAISS (Johnson et al., 2017).

It has recently become clear that the latest NLP models can exploit statistical artifacts from a dataset (Poliak et al., 2018; Si et al., 2019; Zellers et al., 2019b). To prevent the model from learning the negative sampling strategy and relying on just

3.2 Goal Inference Task

Next, we introduce the Goal Inference task, formulated in a similar way as Step Inference.

In this task, a system is given a prompt step and 4 candidate goals and needs to choose the correct goal which the step helps achieve. For example, given the step “choose a color of lipstick” and the candidate goals:

A. Get Pink Lips  B. Read One’s Lips  
C. Lip Sync  D. Draw Lips

the correct goal would be A.

For each goal in wikiHow, we create the set of 4 candidates by using it as the positive candidate, followed by the negative sampling, label reassignment, and filtering processes as in Step Inference. For each positive candidate goal, we use each of its steps to create an example.

3.3 Step Ordering Task

Finally, we introduce the Step Ordering task, targeting STEP-STEP TEMPORAL relations between events. This task is in a 2-choose-1 multiple choice format evaluated using accuracy.

In this task, given a prompt goal and 2 steps, a system needs to determine which step temporally precedes the other. For example, given the goal “Clean Silver” and the steps:

A. dry the silver  B. handwash the silver

the correct answer would be B precedes A.

Unfortunately, not all steps in every wikiHow article follow an underlying order. We observe that there are 2 types of wikiHow articles. One is unordered, where the steps are parallel alternatives, such as ways to “Stay Healthy” (“develop an exercise routine”, “get enough sleep”, “eat a healthy diet”, etc.). The other is ordered, such as recipes for cooking or manuals for fixing appliances, where most steps should be taken sequentially.
We ask 3 annotators to label 1,000 wikiHow articles as ordered or not as a coarse-grained approximation for whether their steps are ordered. We finetune a pre-trained RoBERTa model using 5-fold cross-validation, finding an average precision of 88%. We then ask a 4th annotator to label another 40 articles as the held-out test set, where the finetuned model achieves 100% precision. Finally, we only consider articles that the model predicts as ordered (around 40%) for the Step Ordering task.

For each goal in wikiHow, we create a set of examples by using it as the prompt and sampling every pair of its adjacent steps as candidates. Then, we randomly shuffle the candidates, so each appears first with 50% chance.

3.4 Test Set Construction and Validation
There exists some noise in our automatically generated examples, because some of them do not have a single correct answer. Errors can be introduced when a sampled negative candidate is in fact correct. For example, in the Goal Inference task, consider an example where the give step is “practice swings”, the expected positive candidate step is “Play Golf”, and a candidate negative example is “Play Drums”. “Play Drums” is sampled due to its high embedding similarity with “Play Golf” and is also a reasonable goal for “practice swings (of the drumsticks)”. This is an ambiguous example and should be excluded from the test set. Therefore, we ask crowd workers to validate a subset of the examples.

We perform crowdsourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk, requiring Master Qualification and a lifetime HIT approval rate over 90%.³

For each of Step Inference and Goal Inference, we randomly sample 4,800 examples as input, and for each example we ask 3 crowd workers to choose the most likely candidate. Every HIT includes 15 examples with a pay of $0.83, estimated to be completed in 5 minutes, equivalent to an hourly rate of $9.96.

For Step Ordering, we randomly sample 9,300 examples, and for each example we ask 3 crowd workers to order the events (with a “neutral” option). Every HIT includes 30 examples with a pay of $0.83, estimated to be completed in 5 minutes, equivalent to an hourly rate of $9.96.

In the test set, we only keep examples where all 3 workers agree with the gold label as our benchmark.

4 In-Domain Evaluation
We finetune pretrained BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) models on the training set and report accuracy on the test set. Modeling details including hyperparameter settings are shown in Appendix A. To benchmark human performance, two authors each annotate 100 random examples from the test set and report the average accuracy. The results are shown in Table 1, indicating a performance gap of 10% to 20% between human and models trained on all available in-domain data.

4.1 Open-Ended Examples
In addition to quantitatively evaluating models on our multiple-choice tasks, we perform qualitative evaluation on some open-ended examples from wikiHow unseen during training, using RoBERTa.⁴

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Step Infer.</th>
<th>Goal Infer.</th>
<th>Step Ordering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train size</td>
<td>374,278</td>
<td>185,231</td>
<td>836,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test size</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>1,703</td>
<td>3,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>.874</td>
<td>.798</td>
<td>.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLNet</td>
<td>.867</td>
<td>.783</td>
<td>.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoBERTa</td>
<td>.882</td>
<td>.820</td>
<td>.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-2</td>
<td>.836</td>
<td>.686</td>
<td>.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>.965</td>
<td>.980</td>
<td>.975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The accuracy of state-of-the-art models on the test sets after being finetuned on our training sets.

We remove all examples from the automatically generated ones whose prompt or candidates appear in the test set, and use the remaining data as the training set.

---

³HIT designs and related details are in Appendix E, F.

⁴Modeling details and more examples are in Appendix G.
Christmas” (correct), “Celebrate a Czech Christmas,” and “Celebrate a British Christmas.” These examples show that the model trained on our data can retrieve texts based on GOAL-STEP relations, beyond simply semantic relevance.

For Step Ordering, the model can perfectly order some articles with as much as 10 steps. For example, given the goal “Clean a Trumpet,” the first 5 predicted, ordered steps are “gather your materials,” “disassemble your trumpet,” “fill up a bathtub,” “place a towel down in the tub,” and “set your trumpet parts down to soak.” This shows that the model trained on our data can order certain long sequences of events based on STEP-STEP TEMPORAL relations.

5 Out-of-Domain Transfer Learning

To show that our tasks can serve as an effective transfer learning resource especially in zero- or few-shot settings, we consider 3 tasks in different domains, using a subset of their training data to simulate a low-resource scenario. Therefore, we are not comparing to the state-of-the-art performances involving the entire in-domain training sets.

For each target task, we finetune a vanilla RoBERTa model and one pretrained on our task on increasingly larger portions of the target training set, and observe accuracy on the validation set, as the test set labels are not publicly available.

**SWAG** (Zellers et al., 2018) is a commonsense inference dataset in the video caption domain. Given a context, a system chooses one event most likely to happen from four candidates. For transfer learning, we use up to 1,000 examples for training and the standard validation set. We use the model trained on our Step Inference task to transfer to this task.

**Snips** (Coucke et al., 2018) is an intent detection dataset in the dialogue system and spoken query domain, where a system classifies an utterance into one of 7 intents. For transfer learning, we use up to 1,000 examples for training and the standard validation set. We use the model trained on our Goal Inference task to transfer to this task. To enable zero-shot transfer, we convert each example in our training data to a 7-choose-1 format by adding 3 empty strings as additional negative candidates.

**Story Cloze Test** (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) is a story understanding dataset in the fiction domain, where a system chooses an ending to a 4-sentence-5

KFC and light displays are Japanese Christmas traditions (Kimura and Belk, 2005).

Figure 2: Accuracy of RoBERTa on SWAG, Snips and Story Cloze Test with different training set sizes, with and without being previously fine-tuned on our tasks.
of using our training data in low-resource settings. For SWAG, the model trained on our data has a zero-shot performance 24% over chance, outperforming the vanilla model when up to 1,000 training examples are given. For Snips, the model trained on our data boasts an impressive 78% zero-shot performance, approaching perfect accuracy rapidly after some in-domain training. For the Story Cloze Test which has the largest domain-mismatch with our data, the model still benefits from the knowledge learned from it consistently, given any portion of in-domain training data up to the full size in our experiment. These results show that the model learns real-world procedural knowledge from our wikiHow-based tasks, which can be readily applied to various domains and writing styles.

6 Related Work

Script Learning A field of research related to our work is script learning, proposed by Feigenbaum et al. (1981). Scripts encode the knowledge of stereotypical event sequences, such as going to a restaurant or visiting a doctor. A branch of research has focused on distilling narrative scripts from newswire and literature (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008; Jans et al., 2012; Pichotta and Mooney, 2014), while another, which is more similar to our work, focuses on procedural scripts that are core to task-oriented intelligent systems. A few large-scale crowdsourced corpora of the latter kind are OMICS (Gupta et al., 2004), SMILE (Regneri et al., 2010), the Li et al. (2012) corpus and DeScript (Wanzare et al., 2016). As wikiHow articles consist of chains of human activities, we believe wikiHow may be a useful resource for script learning as well. Specifically, while most previous research either mined noisy scripts from raw texts or crowdsourced them, wikiHow’s particular text structure can provide a huge number of clean scripts for free. We will explore it in our future work.

WikiHow as a Resource WikiHow has been used in several past NLP efforts, including knowledge-base construction (Pareti et al., 2014; Chu et al., 2017), text generation (Nguyen et al., 2017), household activity prediction (Zhou et al., 2019), and summarization (Koupae and Wang, 2018). HellaSwag (Zellers et al., 2019b), a recent commonsense reasoning dataset, presents a sentence completion task derived from wikiHow texts. However, it is likely that artifacts exist in the dataset, since BERT achieves 41% accuracy in the candidate-only setting and RoBERTa achieves 83% zero-shot performance. Apart from HellaSwag, Park and Motahari Nezhad (2018) addressed classification tasks involving similar event relations to the ones we consider. Nevertheless, few existing research efforts attempted to prove the potential of wikiHow as a transfer resource on out-of-domain tasks. In comparison, our contributions are two-fold, in that we propose both a human-validated benchmark and an effective learning resource using wikiHow.

7 Summary

We propose 3 goal-step inference tasks using wikiHow to complement research of event relation reasoning. Our test sets serve as a reliable benchmark for commonsense inference, and more importantly, our dataset is an effective transfer learning resource, improving transformer models’ performance on various tasks in zero- or few-shot settings. This implies a strong potential for pre-training models to better generalize in low-data scenarios.
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All our models are implemented using the HuggingFace Transformer service\(^7\).

We tune our model hyperparameters using cross-validation on our benchmarks. We do so on the validation sets of the out-of-domain datasets. As 4 different models each with different hyperparameters are involved, we do not list them here. Instead, the hyperparameter values and pretrained models are available in our Github repository. We save the model every 1,000 training steps, and choose the model with the highest validation performance to be evaluated on the test set.

We run our experiments on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU, with half-precision floating point format (FP16) with O1 optimization.

### B Category Distribution of WikiHow Articles

WikiHow has articles from a broad range of domains, with 19 top-level categories: Arts and Entertainment, Cars & Other Vehicles, Computers and Electronics, Education and Communications, Family Life, Finance and Business, Food and Entertaining, Health, Hobbies and Crafts, Holidays and Traditions, Home and Garden, Personal Care and Style, Pets and Animals, Philosophy and Religion, Relationships, Sports and Fitness, Travel, Work World, and Youth. We plot the distribution of the top eight categories in Figure 3.

### C Negative Sampling Strategies

In our preliminary experiments, we tried several negative sampling strategies before arriving at the one described in § 3.1 of the paper.

**Random Strategy**: Each negative example is a

\[^7\texttt{https://github.com/huggingface/transformers}\]
randomly sampled step or goal from another article. With high probability, it is indeed incorrect with regard to the current prompt: the sampled step cannot be used to accomplish the current goal, or the sampled goal cannot be accomplished by the current steps. Empirically, data sampled with this approach makes the tasks too easy for both models and human accuracy, as the negative examples are too irrelevant. As an example for Step Inference, given the goal “Play Guitar” and the positive step “practice basic scales”, the negative candidates are “buy a used car”, “gather the ingredient”, and “wind down with meditation”.

Other Keyword-KNN Strategies: Instead of taking the embedding of the verbs in each goal or step phrase, we consider nouns, concrete part-of-speeches and all words. Empirically, data sampled with this approach includes many ambiguous questions, as many negative candidates have identical meaning to the positive candidate. As an example considering all words for Step Inference, given the goal “Play Guitar” and the positive step “practice basic scales”, the negative candidates are “play basic scales”, “learn the scales”, and “learn basic chords”.

Masked Language Model Strategy: We also experiment with using Masked Language Modeling (MLM), BERT’s pre-training task, to generate (instead of sampling) negative candidates from the positive one. Given the positive candidate, we iteratively mask out a random token and ask BERT to predict the most likely token different than the original one. For example, after several such iterations, a step like “read your local phone book” could become “find your local history book”, “read your favorite story book”, or “call my own phone number”, which would be the three negative candidates. The idea is to use BERT as an adversary for subsequent models, by generating negative candidates that have high MLM likelihood and therefore make the examples challenging. Empirically, however, it turns out that such an adversary is imperfect and can be easily conquered by models; moreover, the iterative prediction process is too time-consuming to scale.

D Quality Control Filters

As described in § 3.1 and § 3.2, we apply a collection of hand-crafted filters to the automatically generated examples to remove low-quality ones. The details of each filter are as follows:

Category filter: We remove examples involving articles under certain wikiHow categories. The categories we leave out are either too obscure (e.g. Astrology Relationships) or require expert domain knowledge to reason about (e.g. Car Engine Repairs), with the hope that the remaining categories contain more what we would call “common sense” knowledge that an average human has.

Lexical-Overlap filter: We remove examples where there is a lexical overlap between the prompt and each candidate. We exclude stopwords and lemmatize each word using spaCy before computing the overlap.

TF-IDF filter: We remove examples with overly uninformative prompts or candidates. We exploit TF-IDF as a proxy for how indicative a certain step is of the article it comes from. The motivation is that in Step Inference, for example, given a prompt step, the task is to choose its corresponding goal; then a prompt step like “gather your materials” is almost not informative at all for humans/models to tell which goal it serves, as a large number of articles may include a step like this. Thus, we treat each wikiHow article as a document and calculate the TF-IDF of each token, and only retain steps that have at least one token whose TF-IDF value surpasses a certain threshold.

Length filter: We remove examples with overly short prompts or candidates. The motivation is similar to that of the TF-IDF filter, i.e. too short goals/steps may not be informative enough to make a clean example. For example, steps like “Fin-
Infer actions to accomplish a goal

In this task, we ask you to infer actions to accomplish a given goal. We will provide a goal, and some actions that may or may not help accomplish this goal. Your task is to choose the most likely action that helps accomplish this goal.

- If multiple options seem equally likely, you have to choose one, but don’t worry too much about it.
- Answer according to your common sense, but not necessarily what you would personally do.
- If the actions or goals are hard to understand, do your best to answer.
- You are encouraged to look up words you don’t understand.

(show/hide an example)

This HIT has 10 tasks. You should spend around 20 seconds on each task, and 5 minutes on this HIT, with an hourly rate of 10 dollars. Hint: To answer faster, you can use (Shift+1)Tab to jump back and forth between candidates and use Space to select.

Goal #1: $(prompt1)$

Which action is the most likely to help accomplish the goal?

- $\langle$candidate1-1$angle$
- $\langle$candidate1-2$angle$
- $\langle$candidate1-3$angle$
- $\langle$candidate1-4$angle$
- None of the above is likely

![Figure 4: Screenshot of the HIT design for the Step Inference task.](image)

ished!” or “Serve!” are hard to tell apart if one of them is the positive candidate while the other is negative. To reduce such kind of noise in the automatically generated examples, we filter out steps/goals that are shorter than a specific threshold.

**Similarity filter:** We use similarity-based filters to remove examples where some negative candidate is also likely to be a plausible answer. The similarity scores are calculated using cosine similarity between BERT embeddings described in § 3.1. In Step Inference, we set an upper threshold on the similarity between any negative step and any step from the prompt goal, with the motivation that negative steps should not serve the prompt goal. For Goal Inference, likewise, we ensure that the similarity between the prompt step and all steps from any negative goal is lower than a threshold, thus trying to minimize the cases where the prompt step also helps achieve negative goals.

### E Crowdsourcing Details

Some noise exists in our automatically generated examples, because some of them do not have a single correct answer. This can happen when a sampled negative candidate is in fact correct. For example, in the Goal Inference task, consider an example where the give step is “practice swings”, the expected positive candidate step is “Play Golf”, and a candidate negative example is “Play Drums”. “Play Drums” is sampled due to its high embedding similarity with “Play Golf” and is also a reasonable goal for “practice swings (of the drumsticks)”. This is an ambiguous example and should be excluded from the test set, which is supposed to be a benchmark for models. Hence, we ask crowd workers to validate a subset of the examples. An example is shown in Figure 4.

We perform crowdsourcing on Amazon Mechanical Turk, requiring Master Qualification and a lifetime HIT approval rate over 90% for the crowd workers.

For each of Step Inference and Goal Inference, we randomly sample 4,800 examples as input, and for each example we ask 3 crowd workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk to choose the most likely candidate. Every HIT includes 15 examples with a pay of $0.83, estimated to be completed in 5 minutes, equivalent to an hourly rate of $9.96.

For Step Ordering, we randomly sample 9,300 examples, and for each example we ask 3 crowd workers to order the events. Every HIT includes 30 examples with a pay of $0.83, estimated to be completed in 5 minutes, equivalent to an hourly rate of $9.96.

In the test set, we retain only examples where all 3 crowd workers agree on the correct answer. See Table 2 for the distribution of annotators’ agreement with the gold labels and the final yield rate (i.e. proportion of examples with all 3 workers answering correctly).
Table 2: The distribution of agreement with the gold labels and the yield rate for each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Workers selecting expected positive</th>
<th>Step Infer.</th>
<th>Goal Infer.</th>
<th>Step Ordering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>1,014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>813</td>
<td>1,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,031</td>
<td>1,122</td>
<td>2,732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>1,703</td>
<td>3,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yield rate: .543 .408 .356

Table 3: The accuracy of state-of-the-art models on the sub-benchmarks, finetuned on the training sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step Infer.</th>
<th>Goal Infer.</th>
<th>Step Ordering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train size</td>
<td>404,057</td>
<td>239,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test size</td>
<td>1,031</td>
<td>1,122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BERT        | .731        | .563         | .681          |
XLNet       | .750        | .623         | .680          |
RoBERTa     | .789        | .623         | .692          |
Crowd workers | .67        | .67          | .67           |

F Harder and Noisier Benchmarks

As described in § 3.4, only examples where all 3 crowd workers choose the correct label are kept in the benchmarks to ensure high quality. We also release the sub-benchmarks including examples where 2 out of 3 workers choose the correct label. Naturally, these sets include both examples that require more attention to answer correctly and those that are inherently ambiguous, which we cannot distinguish at present. The performance of some state-of-the-art transformer models are shown in Table 3.

G More Open-Ended Examples

In addition to the examples in § 4.1, we provide more open-ended examples for each task here.

G.1 Step Inference

For these open ended examples, our Step Inference model is trained in a 100-choose-1 format with 99 negative samples, instead of 4-choose-1, given 3 steps instead of 1. During evaluation, we use the softmax value in the final layer as the probability for each candidate. We rank the probabilities and report the top 3. Here are some more examples:

**Input goal:** Choose a Role Model  
**Predicted steps:** learn about their successes and failures (correct), show interest in their lives, ask about their life

**Input goal:** End a Letter of Apology  
**Predicted steps:** use a signature that conveys your emotions (correct), try to personalize the letter as much as possible, focus on the facts of the situation

G.2 Goal Inference

For Goal Inference, we follow the same procedure as above. Here are some more examples:

**Input steps:** buy or rent a good hammer drill, drill a pilot hole, insert a high quality masonry drill bit  
**Predicted goals:** Drill Into Concrete (correct), Drill Holes Through Glass, Dig a Hole

**Input steps:** cultivate a memorable persona, keep an equal balance between your vlogging and your work life. review your channel  
**Predicted goals:** Become a YouTube Guru (correct), Become a Film Buff, Become a Videographer

G.3 Step Ordering

For Step Ordering, the model can perfectly order the steps in many wikiHow articles unseen during training. To perfectly order an article, the model needs to correctly order all possible pairs of steps in an article. Here are 2 example articles with 10 steps:

**Change Your Name of a Minor in Colorado:** (1) make sure the child is eligible for a name change, (2) choose the right court, (3) download and review your forms, (4) get a fingerprint-based criminal background check, (5) complete the necessary forms, (6) get consent from the non-custodial parent, (7) file your petition with the appropriate court, (8) serve the non-custodial parent, (9) publish the proposed name change, (10) attend the hearing on your petition.

**Draw a Simple Teddy Bear:** (1) draw a circle for the teddy bear’s head and an oblong for its body, (2) add two curved lines on each side of the oblong for the bear’s arms, (3) draw two small circles below the oblong for the bear’s feet, (4) add the ears using two small circles on each side of the head, (5) draw details of the face, (6) add details on the bear’s pads using three small circles and a bean shape below it, (7) draw a shirt for the bear, (8) make the bear look furry by using small strokes in drawing its body, (9) erase unnecessary lines, (10) color the drawing.